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More than ever, broadcasters must be able to 
demonstrate to networks, corporate executives, 
and regulatory agencies that compliance 
standards are met and exceeded. The Comply 
application continuously captures, stores, and 
enables viewing of on-air feeds, thereby offering 
simultaneous users 24/7 access to live and 
recorded broadcast content from desktop 
computers or smart devices. An intuitive, 
streamlined user interface gives authorized users 
the ability to access, play, pause, and search 
recorded content quickly and with ease.

By automatically recording full broadcasts, 
Comply greatly simplifies the ability to respond 
to public inquiries regarding loudness, closed 
captioning, and decency, while complying with 
the regulations for content archiving.

Record,	  clip,	  and	  export	  broadcast	  content	  for	  regulatory	  and	  
compliance	  requirements.

Comply
Observer Media Intelligence Platform™

Preserving an accurate, complete history of aired content provides peace of mind for broadcasters 
and Comply’s reliable and redundant storage systems ensures that each second of every broadcast 
is captured, time stamped, and securely maintained. Easy search, retrieval and publishing of media 
ensures pain-free compliance with regulatory agencies.
The speed with which content can be viewed and exported is possibly the greatest advantage 
gained with the system. When an inquiry is made, the appropriate recording can be extracted 
quickly, reducing work that once took hours down to just minutes. This change in workflow improves 
responsiveness to clients and overall service quality and fast access to recorded material allows 
engineering staff to tackle any issues immediately.
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Key Features:

24/7 recording provides broadcasters with an 
accurate, complete history of aired content and 
associated metadata.

Export CC Text and Loudness Measurements with 
associated video for proof of performance.

Program Loudness Report (PLR) that reflects 
measurements for all audio tracks associated with a 
program and identifies exceptions and violations 
against fixed dialnorm, or long-term references.

Key Benefits:

Quickly and unambiguously respond to compliance 
requests for Decency, CC, and Loudness

Proven reliability, scalability, and availability (no 
stopping, no video gaps).

Local and central access to content and metadata —
able to operate across a (Global) WAN

Metadata A/V burn-in provides for unambiguous 
affidavits (CC, Loudness, XDS)

Program Loudness Report:

Comply provides a program loudness report (PLR) that
reflects measurements for all audio tracks associated with a
program and identifies exceptions and violations against
fixed, dialnorm, or long-term references. The PLR allows
the integration of ARL (As Run Logs) to create a
comprehensive report of loudness f or all languages, tracks
and user defined comparisons with viola-tion notification.
The module adds 5.1 downmix measurements and support
for the D olby® Dialogue Intelligence™ alg orithm to the
Observer’s monitoring capabilities and measurement of
5.1, 5.1 d ownmix, and 2.0 signal loudness helps users t o
ensure consistent and legal loudness levels for all their
viewers
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Workflow:

Volicon is a Verizon Digital Media Services company.




